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Puzzle
Arrows
Arrows
Arrow Maze
Arrow Maze
Blind Spot
Compass
Heterocut
Inside Skyscrapers
Inside Skyscrapers
Japanese Arrows
Pentopia
Pointing at the Crowd
Sashigane
Yajisan Kazusan
Yajilin
Yajilin
Total

Time: 75 minutes.

Points
18
38
8
31
21
19
16
9
23
39
30
32
17
43
10
21
375

1& 2 Arrows (18 & 38)
Place an arrow in each empty cell outside the grid. The arrows point horizontally, vertically or diagonally. All arrows must
point to at least one cell in the grid. Numbers in the grid indicate how many arrows point to that cell.

3 & 4 Arrow Maze (8 & 31)
Locate a path from 1~36 (1~16 in the example) in the grid, one number per cell. Arrows in each cell identify the direction
the path must travel from that number to reach the next in the sequence. Some numbers are already given.

5 Blind Spot (21)
Place arrows in the grid such that each arrow
appears exactly once in each row and column. Arrows
cannot point at another arrow. Black walls block the view of another arrow.
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6 Compass (19)
Shade some cells so that the remaining white area forms a single connected shape. This shape cannot cover a 2x2 area
anywhere. Shaded cells cannot touch each other by the side. Arrows in the grid indicate that this is the only route that
can be taken from that cell to reach the star without backtracking.

7 Heterocut (16)
Divide the grid into a number of areas of size 2, 3, 4, and/or 5 cells along the grid lines. No shape can be repeated.
Rotations and reflections count as the same shape. Some borders have already been given. Arrows on these borders
always point to the largest area.

8 & 9 Inside Skyscrapers (9 & 23)
Place the numbers 1 to 6 (1 to 4 in the example) in the grid such that each number appears once in every row and
column. The numbers represent skyscrapers of that height. Cells with arrows indicate that the number in that cell
identifies the number of skyscrapers that can be seen in the direction of the arrow. Larger numbers block the view of
smaller numbers.
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10 Japanese Arrows (39)
Place a number in each arrow so that the number indicates how many different numbers that arrow points at.

11 Pentopia (30)
Place a number of pentominoes in the grid so that they don’t touch each other, not even diagonally. No pentomino can
appear more than once. Rotations and reflections count as the same shape. Arrows in the grid indicate the nearest
pentomino(es) when looking from that cell. Penominoes cannot occupy cells with clues.

12 Pointing at the Crowd (32)
Shade some cells in the hexagonal grid such that each arrow is pointing to the direction with the most shaded cells. That
direction, as seen from the cell with the arrow, must have more shaded cells than any of the other directions
perpendicular to one of the sides of the hexagon. Cells with arrows remain empty. Arrows can do not block the view of
other arrows.
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13 Sashigane (17)
Divide the grid into a number of one cell wide “L” shaped regions. Circles in the grid indicate the bend point of the region.
Numbers in the circle indicate the size of that region. Arrows in the grid indicate the end of a leg of an “L” shaped region
and always point towards the bend.

14 Yajisan Kazusan (43)
Shade some cells so that the remaining unshaded cells form a single connected area. Shaded cells cannot share an
edge. Clue cells may be shaded. The unshaded clues indicate the number of shaded cells in the direction of the arrow.
When shaded, a clue cell no longer has to be correct.

15 & 16 Yajilin (10 & 21)
Shade a number of cells so that a single closed loop can be drawn through the remaining empty cells. Shaded cells
cannot share an edge. Clues in the grid indicate the number of cells that have to be shaded in the direction of the arrow.
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